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Amoeba Theory of Change 

Innovator  
The person who invented, discovered, or first fell in love with an idea. Innovators tend to be so close to their idea that 

they have difficulty seeing it from other people’s perspective. They forget to simplify the message, and they focus on 

features instead of benefits.  

Change Agent  
A person skilled at promoting new ideas. Change Agents absorb the concept from the Innovator, and then find ways to 

communicate the new idea to other people. Often they “repackage” the ideas, to make it easier to convince people to 

try them or to adopt them. 

Transformer  
Organizational or cultural gatekeeper, interested in new ideas, but selective about which ones they allow into the 

system. Transformers work to “install” the idea so that it becomes part of the system... and transforms it. When 

Transformers adopt a new idea, others are likely to follow them. 

Mainstreamer  
The ‘normal people’, at least in relation to the new idea. Mainstreamers only adopt a change when the incentives are 

right, and when the people around them are also adopting it. Otherwise, Mainstreamers are ‘busy’ and not overly 

interested in new ideas, which may be distracting, or even risky. 

Laggard  
Someone who delays adopting a change as long as possible. Laggards find the current way of doing things 

comfortable and familiar. They switch to a new way only when they have to. They are not really against new ideas; 

they just like the old ideas better!  

 

 



Amoeba Theory of Change 

Reactionary  
A person who has a vested interest in resisting the change, and is highly motivated to stop its successful 

implementation. Reactionaries believe that if the change occurs, they will lose something valuable. ‘Something 

valuable’ could include money, power, or a psychological value (for example, their feeling of being an authority on the 

old way).  

Iconoclast  
A critic of the way things are, who sees problems, calls attention to them, and critiques those who are perceived to be 

the cause of the problem. Iconoclasts are generally skeptical, and often angry. They attack Reactionaries... but they 

sometimes also attack Change Agents. Change Agents need to avoid negative attention from them, and use them 

strategically.  

Curmudgeon  
People who are fundamentally pessimistic about change. Curmudgeons believe a change will never be adopted... or, if 

it is adopted, that it won’t work... or that it might make things worse instead of better. Curmudgeons can ‘infect’ a 

change effort with ‘negative energy’. (Hint: most Curmudgeons are actually Innovators and Change Agents who failed 

in the past.)  

Recluse  
The people and institutions whose focus is on longer-term issues of vision, ethics, and belief. Recluses usually do not 

engage with specific change efforts. They observe from a distance, and remark on whether the changes appear to be 

contributing to their long-term aspirations for society. Recluses can sometimes be recruited to help a change effort, but 

their actions are unpredictable and uncontrollable.  

Controller  
The people or mechanisms that set the rules for how the culture works, and what its purpose is. If the innovation 

appears to affect the culture’s guiding purpose, or to change its basic rules, a Controller can ‘awaken’ – and become a 

‘Super-Transformer’ or ‘Super-Reactionary’. For most change efforts, it is best to avoid Controllers. But one must be 

prepared for to meet them, with good answers to tough questions. 
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